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Happy Campers 2 SB Flip
Whether you're pulling a 5th wheel camper, you're towing a teardrop beauty, or you're taking your maiden voyage in your new motorhome, you'll want to make
sure to document the entire journey in this travel notebook. Add To Cart Now Planning the perfect cross country family vacation, or just traveling around visiting
national parks and campgrounds in different states? Plan it all out with this tracker. Features: RV Maintenance Log Trip Log Meal Planner Shopping List Memory
pages Product Description: Uniquely designed Matte cover with Heavy Paper back Dimensions: 6x9 Pages: 94 pages We have lots of great trackers and journals,
so be sure to check out our other listings by clicking on the "Author Name" link just below the title of this tracker. Ideas On How To Use This Planner: Retirement
Gift Motorhome Salesman Buyer Gifts Camping Lover Present

Happy Camper
Create a beautiful keepsake for your family with this prompt guide fun Family Camping Journal. If you enjoy sleeping under the stars and cooking over an open
fire in the great outdoors this great Camping Journal allows you to capture every incredible memory and record it for future trips both this summer and for all the
summers to come. This Family Camping Journal features: Large 8.5" x 11" premium matte cover paperback book with 120 pre-formatted pages to record
information like campground name, dates, site number and location. An area to record the weather for all the sunny or maybe rainy, camping days. Each page
features writing prompts such as Who was on the trip, Favorite activity, Most fun thing, Most memorable thing etc Plenty of space to write about favorite vacation
memories A place to include a daily photograph or drawing. Plenty of pages to use how you wish. Try it as a daily camping diary for one trip, or summarize an
entire trip on one page and record over 50 trips in one book! The possibilities are endless. Camping Journals make great: Gifts for Campers Gifts for RV Lovers &
Camping Enthusiasts Camping Activity Books for Boys, Girls, Kids & Families Camping Log Book & Planner Adventure is waiting for you to go and find it, so get
on out there!
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The Christmas Bus
The Happy Book
This coloring book has single sided pages and is packed full of whimsical vintage travel trailers. Keep it in you glamper for the kids or yourself to color on a rainy
day! Each original illustration has been hand drawn with black marker. The illustrations are of various vintage travel trailer scenes or camping/glamping related
scenes. The cover is a colorful watercolor illustration of a camping scene in the woods. On the cover is a Scotty and Shasta tucked behind the trees and another
Scotty in the foreground. See also: Color Me A Happy Camper II - Whimsical Stress Relieving Coloring Book

Not a Happy Camper
Whimsical Coloring Book of cute vintage and retro travel trailers. This coloring book has single sided pages for ease of displaying your finished works of art. See
also: Color Me A Happy Camper

Happy Camper
Like all adventurous cowgirls, Nellie Sue loves to go camping. When night falls and the woods come alive with creaking noises, these happy campers aren't so
happy anymore! Nellie Sue must use her biggest cowgirl courage to make it through the night with a smile on her face. With playful, simple text, this Level 2 reader
is perfect for children beginning to read.

Happy Camper Award Winner: 110-Page Blank Lined Journal Funny Office Award Great for Coworker, Boss, Manager, Employee Gag
Gift Idea
The Happy Camper's Cookbook
Camping Notebook is the Best Friend on your journey. Style means something different to everyone, and picking the right accessories to match that sense of style
often appears to take a lot of effort. But it doesn't have to. Just one glance at this Camping Notebook will show you exactly how easy it can be to get a perfect
choice the first time. This Camping Notebook is great for anything and everything, including sketching, writing down reminders, or even writing notes. The matte
cover also helps this to be liquid-resistant and perfect for your next trip out and about. Want to see it in action? Click on "Look Inside" and get a sneak peek.
Specifications: * Blank * Pages sized accurately at 6" x 9" * Soft, matte cover * 100 pages (50 sheets) * Unnumbered pages * Acid-Free Paper * Features a perfect
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binding style * Made with the care of you and your trip

Revenge of the Happy Campers (the Brewster Triplets)
Enter a world of creative self-expression with this relaxing coloring book for grownups. Inside you'll find 30 amazing art activities that will take you on a delightful
camping adventure of patterning, shading, and coloring. These whimsical images of fun on the open road offer a easy way to de-stress and unleash your inner
artist. Use this quirky coloring book to indulge your wanderlust with markers, colored pencils, gel pens, or watercolors. Each vibrantly detailed illustration is
designed to ignite your creativity. Beautifully colored finished examples are provided, along with a handy guide to basic art techniques, from patterning and
combinations to shading and color theory. Happy Campers Coloring Book is printed on high-quality, extra-thick paper to eliminate bleed-through. Each page is
pre-perforated for easy removal and display.

Letters to the Happy Camper
Book 3. This coloring book is packed full of whimsical vintage travel trailers. Keep it in your camper for the kids or for yourself to color on a rainy day! Each
illustration has been hand drawn. The illustrations are of various vintage travel trailer scenes or camping/glamping related scenes with lots of exaggerated shapes.
Contains: 30 one sided black and white coloring pages for ease of removal and coloring. (If you are using markers, place a protector sheet behind the page you're
coloring to prevent bleeding through.) This is a great gift for all ages young and old! See also: Color Me A Happy Camper or Color Me A Happy Camper II

Color Me a Happy Camper II
Allie Jaskie, recent fashion school graduate, needs a job. Charlie Braun, editor of Happy Camper Magazine, needs a field reporter. The clock is ticking for an
article about summer snow camping on Mount Rainier. Allie hates camping. And snow. But she's down to her last can of tomato soup. What's a hungry girl to do?
Change her name to Sage Forester and show up for an interview in old camping duds, courtesy of Goodwill. Something about Sage Forester doesn't add up, but
Charlie is intrigued enough to give her a chance. When Sage returns from Mount Rainier with her ridiculous article: "Fashions in the Forest," the editorial staff
roars hysterically-until their boss says "run it." Sage is an instant hit with the ladies. Who would guess so many would love trading in their army green camping gear
for pink tents, and bright hiking attire? Sage's celebrity status continues to soar-until Charlie discovers she's not who she claims, nor is she spending invigorating
nights sleeping in the snow. Readers of all ages are in for an avalanche of fun in this light-hearted adventure as Sage and Charlie battle it out in Paradise on Mount
Rainier.

Life Is Good Happy Camper
Happy Camper Award Winner is a 6"x9" softcover, blank lined journal you can use as an employee recognition award to the worker who always seems to be in the
happy zone. Give this book to an office mate, boss, coworker or manager when they deserve a job well done! Details 110 pages of high-quality paper. Professional
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glossy cover. Date line at the top to help organize your ideas. The perfect gift for that perfect employee. Great for a work party, holiday get-together or when you
need the perfect gag gift.

Nellie Sue, Happy Camper
The Happy Camper Journal and RV Logbook has everything you need to document your camping adventures! With plenty of prompts to record your trips, and
simple check boxes to quickly record the details about the campground, you will find this book is a great resource to use prior, during, and after your trip. The
Happy Camper Journal and RV Logbook also includes space to get creative with room for doodling, plus an additional twenty-nine pages at the end of the book
for adding paper clippings, photos, and sketches. This journal will not only preserve your camping memories, but will become your go to book for planning a
return visit or for recommending a campground to family and friends. You have TWO pages to record each camping trip, which include: Campground Name
Trip Dates Route Information Mileage Weather Travel Notes Local towns, trails, and lakes Activities Meals People you meet Campsite Number Campground
Contacts Site Setup/Hook-ups WiFi and TV info Amenities Pet Friendly Kid Friendly and much more!!! There is even space for you to rate several important
campground services like restrooms and cell service. This Journal Features: Space to log 50 camping trips! An additional 29 pages for clippings, photos, and
sketches A nice 7" x 10" size, providing lots of room for recording notes Bright White Interior Stock Premium Matte Paperback Cover The Happy Camper
Journal and RV Logbook will no doubt become a treasured journal as you fill its pages with all your camping memories! Happy Trails! Mrs. Padilly Mrs. Padilly
(aka Donna Marie Johnson) designed this book for her own use when documenting and journaling her camping/glamping trips, which she writes about at
MrsPadillysTravels.com, and feels confident you will find this journal and RV logbook a great way to store your own camping memories.

Happy Camper
Audrey "Sunshine" Monke, mother of five and camp owner-director, shares nine powerful parenting techniques-inspired by the research-based practices of
summer camp-to help kids thrive and families become closer. Research has proven that kids are happier and gain essential social and emotional skills at camp. A
recognized parenting expert, Audrey Monke distills what she's learned from thousands of interactions with campers, camp counselors, and parents, and from her
research in positive psychology, to offer intentional strategies parents can use to foster the benefits of camp at home. Our screen-obsessed, competitive society
makes it harder than ever to raise happy, thriving kids. But there are tried-and-true methods that can help. Instead of rearing a generation of children who are
overwhelmed, anxious, depressed, and who struggle to become independent, responsible adults, parents can create a culture that promotes the growth of
important character traits and the social skills kids need for meaningful, successful lives. Thousands of parents attest to the "magical" benefits of summer camp for
their kids, noting their children return more joyful, positive, confident, and resilient after just a few weeks. But you can learn exactly what it takes to promote these
benefits at home. Complete with specific ideas to implement the most effective summer camp secrets, HAPPY CAMPERS is a one of a kind resource for raising
happy, socially intelligent, successful kids.

One Happy Camper
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Home is the place to heal, right? At least, that's what Dillon Michaels is hoping as she leaves her disappointing career and nonstarter love life behind to help her
grieving and aging grandfather on his small Oregon farm. The only problem? Her eccentric mother beat her there and has taken over Dillon's old room. After a
few nights sleeping on a sagging sofa, Dillon is ready to give up, until she receives an unlikely gift--her grandfather's run-down vintage camp trailer, which she
quickly resolves to restore with the help of Jordan Atwood, the handsome owner of the local hardware store. But just when things are finally beginning to run
smoothly, Dillon's noncommittal ex-boyfriend shows up with roses . . . and a ring. Full of quirky characters, family drama, and sweet romance, The Happy
Camper will have you scouring Craigslist for your own diamond-in-the-rough camper to restore and haunting your local hardware store for a handy guy to help
your dreams come true.

Open for Murder
Happy Campers
The Happy Camper Journal and RV Logbook has everything you need to document your camping adventures! With plenty of prompts to record your trips, and
simple check boxes to quickly record the details about the campground, you will find this book a great resource to use prior, during, and after your trip. The
Happy Camper Journal and RV Logbook also includes space to get creative with room for doodling, plus an additional twenty-nine pages at the end of the book
for adding paper clippings, photos, and sketches. This journal will not only preserve your camping memories, but will become your go to book for planning a
return visit or for recommending a campground to family and friends. You have TWO pages to record each camping trip, which include: Campground Name
Trip Dates Route Information Mileage Weather Travel Notes Local towns, trails, and lakes Activities Meals People you meet Campsite Number Campground
Contacts Site Setup/Hook-ups WiFi and TV info Amenities Pet Friendly Kid Friendly and much more!!! There is even space for you to rate several important
campground services like restrooms and cell service. This Journal Features: Space to log 50 camping trips! An additional 29 pages for clippings, photos, and
sketches A nice 7" x 10" size, providing lots of room for recording notes Bright White Interior Stock Premium Matte Paperback Cover The Happy Camper
Journal and RV Logbook will no doubt become a treasured journal as you fill its pages with all your camping memories! Happy Trails! Mrs. Padilly Mrs. Padilly
(aka Donna Marie Johnson) designed this book for her own use when documenting and journaling her camping/glamping trips, which she writes about at
MrsPadillysTravels.com, and feels confident you will find this journal and RV logbook a great way to store your own camping memories.

Happy Camper Camping Journal
The people of Christmas Valley always celebrate Christmas to the fullest extent. The mayor plays Santa, every business is holiday themed, and there's a nativity for
the kids each Christmas Eve. This town knows Christmas. But this year nothing goes according to plan. Shepherd's Inn is full of strangers, Mad Myrtle is causing
problems, and a young couple with a baby due any minute rolls in to the middle of town in their Partridge Family-style bus. It's hardly the holiday Christmas
Valley wanted--but it may be just what they need. This charming novella is sure to become a new Christmas tradition for readers who love a great holiday story.
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Happy Camper
Secluded at camp in the wilderness, surrounded by others solely concerned with satisfying hedonistic desires, at a locale where anything can happen at any
moment, which will ultimately prevail: sanity and order, or chaos and disaster?

Happy Campers 1 SB Flip
Inside this relaxing coloring book for grownups are 55 vibrantly detailed art activities inspired by the good life on the open road. Optimism is contagious, and
focusing on these cheerful images is a great way to generate good feelings and radiate positive energy! Use Any of Your Favorite Tools Including colored pencils,
pens, and fine-tipped markers. One Image Per Page Each image is printed on white pages to prevent bleed-through. Display Your Artwork You can display your
artwork with a standard 8.5" x 11" frame. Now on Sale Regular Price: $9.99 - SAVE $6.99, 60% OFF - Limited time only. Makes the Perfect Gift Surprise that
special someone in your life and make them smile. Buy two copies and enjoy coloring together. Coloring is a fun, artistic experience, and a creative way to relax.
Use each of the pages in Happy Campers Coloring Book as a launching pad to spark your creativity and unleash your inner artist. Happy art-making!

Happy Camper, Camping Journal: a Campsite Logbook for Families Who Enjoy Camping Together. This Prompt Journal Creates a
Keepsake Have Camped at and the Memories You Made There
Now on Sale (Only for Launch Period) Regular Price: $10.99 - ONLY $6.99 BEST GIFT IDEAS CAMPING VACATIONS ARE THE PERFECT TIME TO
JOURNAL! These camping logbook journal make the perfect gift for kids and adults alike who spend their camping. Camping journal notebook for capture
memory. This book is perfect to write in with prompted format and add photo. Feature: - Table of contents with rating. -54 camping journal detail of date, rating,
location, contact detail, i am in, best part of my day, weather, worset part of my day, two things i learned. - Perfect as a gift for your favorite camper or to keep for
yourself. They can make their very own vacation memory book. Who doesn't love to think back to the friends you made on those camping trips to the lake. Have
it with you wherever your camping excursions take you and journal about the people you meet, the places you stayed and the fun you had. Outdoor Journal
Keepsake Book For Kids Camping Journal For Kids Family Camping Journal Adventure Journal Hiking Journal RVing Journal Travelers Notebook Vacation
Journal Perfect For: Birthday Gifts Father's Day Gifts Traveler's Gifts Scroll up and grab your copy today before summer is over!

THE HAPPY CAMPER, THE FOX FAMILY
This book will bring humor, laughter and meaning to the minds of young children. To encourage children through stories to learn everyday skills.

Happy Camper Coloring Book
Happy Camper Camping Van Peace Sign Hippies 1970s Campers: 100 Lined Journal Pages Planner Diary NotebookPerfect for taking notes, agendas, to-do lists,
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brainstorming, or as a diary. 100 lined matte pages to create your way to an amazing day! Just the right size to take on the go. Makes a wonderful gift! Size: 6 x 9
inches

The Happy Camper
Great outdoor advice. The Happy Camper is a comprehensive, heavily illustrated, highly entertaining compendium of basic wilderness instruction and well-tested
campsite advice. One of North America's top canoeing and outdoors experts, Kevin Callan explains how to get the most from your camping experience -- no
matter where you pitch your tent, what you forgot to pack or what the weather. Step-by-step, the book shows: How to plan a trip for a day or even a few weeks
How to pack only what is needed How to beat the bugs, stake a tent, build a fire, ward off unwanted wildlife, paddle a canoe and much more. Other crucial topics
include: Choosing the perfect campsite Using maps and compasses Camp cooking Camping with dogs and kids Bruises, blisters and Band-Aids Canoe and kayak
camping Wilderness photography Cold-weather camping.

Happy Campers 6 SB Flip
This Camping themed notebook is all about to express your creativity! Designed with 120 pages, this notebook is perfect for sketching, journaling, taking notes or
just having fun and getting creative. This notebook is printed on high quality paper and is perfectly sized at (6"x9"), so it's easy for adults, men, women, boys and
girls to carry or to slip in a purse or bag. The Camper themed cover has a beautiful matte finish that is both soft and easy to grip. Best for crayons, colored pencils,
watercolor paints, and fine tip markers. Our design are made to inspire creativity and it's ideal for writing the date, title or subject of any project. Perfect for
everyone who like to write, color, doodle and express themselves creatively. Features & Highlights: - 120 TOTAL PAGES - PERFECT SIZE: Composition size
(6"x9") makes it easy for everyone - SOFT MATTE COVER: Beautiful matte cover is soft and easy to grip - PREMIUM DESIGN This notebook is perfect for:
Daily Journal Drawing Doodling Sketching Taking Notes Birthday Gifts Christmas Gifts Easter Gifts Gift baskets Stocking Stuffers And Much More! Our Tripple
Blessed Triplet Grandma is the perfect Journal for Camper, Van or Adventure fans. It's a sweet and great gift or present idea for a birthday and for all who loves
Vacation, Notizbuch or Gift. It's a fun and mess-free way to encourage creativity for adults, men, women, boys and girls. "

Happy Camper
The Brewster triplets, Dawn, Darby, and Delaney, are always up for an adventure, whether it's ruining a wedding (for good reasons!) or turning a Christmas
pageant tradition on its head. But now they're about to go where they've never gone before: Camping! They're spending spring break with Aunt Jane, at the
campground she and their mom used to go as kids. But the first morning there, they run into a trio of boys, and one starts bragging about his plan to become the
President of the United States. Clearly this is Dawn's destiny, and the two, well, don't become fast friends. Between Dawn and Raj's competition to see who's the
best leader, some unfortunate encounters with nature, and how disappointed Aunt Jane is at every turn, this camping thing is sure looking like a bad idea. And
when their final contest ends with a washed-out bridge, an injured boy, and a rainstorm, it might take six future leaders of the country to keep this from being the
worst trip ever!
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Color Me a Happy Camper III
In addition to great interpretations of grill classics 'The Happy Camper's Cookbook' covers hot and cold side dishes, what to cook for a rainy day, intentional leftovers for fabulous lunches, and great dessert 'assemblies'. Along the way, Abraham and MacGregor offer helpful hints for making the camping chef's life easier.

Happy Camper - Camping Travel Journal
Need help with tracking your monthly expenses or to keep your budget in order? We'd like to help make it easier for you. This two column ledger will help you
work more efficiently, smarter and better at the office, home or school. A simple tool to keep accurate bookkeeping records. Whether you run a farm, a corporate
professional, head of a busy household, a business traveler or a student, this is the perfect ledger for you!

Happy Campers

This awesome camping journal for outdoor camping lovers. If you enjoy sleeping under the stars and cooking over an open fire in the great outdoors this great
Camping Journal allows you to capture every incredible memory and record it for future trips both this summer and for all the summers to come. This Journal is
used as camping gift for adventure outdoor lovers. The journal is good looking premium quality. Specifications: 脀 䰀愀礀漀甀琀㨀 䰀椀渀攀搀 脀 䐀椀洀攀渀
matte laminated paperback cover 脀
瀀愀最攀猀 漀爀 㔀
猀栀攀攀琀猀 脀 䄀挀椀搀 䘀爀攀攀 倀愀瀀攀爀 脀 䈀椀渀搀椀渀最㨀

The Happy Camper
More than 2.4 million copies sold in the series! Send them off to camp with love. Give your young camper this keepsake book of letters to keep them company
and encourage reflection. You (or a group of loved ones) fill out the first part of each letter and seal with the enclosed stickers. Once at camp, your child will be
able to open the letters and add to them, writing and drawing in their own thoughts, memories, and observations to create a souvenir that you'll treasure for years
to come. Includes 12 tear-and-send letters, plus full-color stickers to seal the letter flaps and sides A great gift or self-purchase for parents, grandparents, or
family members of camp-aged children An easy way to send encouragement and love to a child at summer camp Works for kids at both day camp and
sleepaway camp Lea Redmond is the author of the bestselling Letters to My series. She crafts objects, designs experiences, writes books, and plays with ideas at her
studio in Oakland, California.

Color Me a Happy Camper
Deep in the heart of touristy small-town Spirit Canyon, South Dakota, former journalist Zo Jones runs the Happy Camper gift shop, where she sells everything
from locally made souvenirs to memorabilia. She even rents out mountain bikes, and dabbles in the adventure industry--and sleuthing . . . It's Memorial Day
weekend in Spirit Canyon, and for Zo that means the return of summer shoppers. It also means the return of her good friend Beth, who's moved back to the area
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to reopen her family's premier hotel, Spirit Canyon Lodge. Beth and Zo spent many childhood summers there and Zo can't wait to reconnect and celebrate the
Grand Opening. But the festivities go from bad to worse when a power outage knocks out the lights--and morning reveals a competitor's dead body found on the
premises . . . Soon enough, Beth is the prime suspect in the suspicious death. Fortunately, Zo isn't afraid to put her investigative skills to work and prove her
friend's innocence. To start digging for information, she appeals to Max Harrington, a local Forest Ranger and unlikely ally. Though they've argued about Happy
Camper's tours, in this case they agree on one thing: Beth isn't a murderer. Stranger things have happened than their collaboration. After all, this is Spirit Canyon.
But as the list of suspects grows, Zo will have to keep her guard up if she doesn't want to be the next lodge guest to check out . . .

Happy Camper
Happy Camper
This Happy Camper Journal is great for tracking your experiences of each of your camping adventures. It will help you prepare for your camping trip and provides
prompts and space for recording the details and more! Great gift for all campers, including kids and adults.If you are looking for a gift for a kid, teacher, friend,
coworker, family, or anyone that loves camping, this journal is for you.

Happy Camper
A Wonderful Life Is Good Happy Camper Gift Under 10.00! Filled with 75+ double sided sheets (150+ writing pages!) of lined paper, for recording thoughts,
gratitude, notes, ideas, prayers, or sketches. This motivational and inspirational notebook with a funny quote makes a memorable (and useful) gift! Imagine the
look on their face when your Boyfriend, Girlfriend, Husband, Wife, Aunt or Uncle open the box and find their new favorite notebook! Fits perfectly in purse to
use for thoughts, notes, plans, wedding ideas, to do lists, and to express your creative ideas! Perfect size to tuck into a purse, keep on a desk or as a cherished
bedside companion, ready for journaling and doodling. If you need ideas for a birthday present, this is it! Under $10 dollars makes it a great bargain. Life rocks
when your home rolls! Vintage Note Book Gift Idea for Family Member or Best Friend, Man or Woman, Men or Women, Happy Campers and RV owners or
RV lovers. Gift for Avid Glampers Who Nature, Adventure Nut, the Outdoors Sleeping under the stars with a roaring bonfire with Arrows, Perfect gift for hikers,
that camper queen, happy glamper or anybody living in a van with camping apparel! Perfect present for Summer vacation, Wilderness outing and family reunion!
- 5 x 8" inches Softcover Journal Book - 150 Inside Pages (75 Sheets) - Lined on Both Sides - Lined paper is acid-free; it's perfect for writing with a pen, pencil, or
any writing utensil of your choice - An awesome present for Father's Day, Mother's Day, Birthdays, Thanksgiving, Christmas and any occasion. Write & Be
Happy!

Happy Camper
A hilarious memoir of her experiences at a run-down, unsupervised summer camp in 1974 describes a young girl's adventures in the backwoods of Maine during
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eight unforgettable and life-changing weeks with an eccentric group of friends as she searches for the perfect boyfriend and dreams of her first kiss. Reprint.

Happy Camper
A camping guide features basic wilderness instructions on such topics as reading a map, selecting a campsite, staking a tent, cooking meals, and administering first
aid.

Happy Campers Coloring Book
From the creator of ARCHIE THE DAREDEVIL PENGUIN comes the unique story of two friends who can't escape all the feels. Camper is happy as a clam and
Clam is a happy camper. When you live in The Happy Book, the world is full of daisies and sunshine and friendship cakes . . . until your best friend eats the whole
cake and doesn't save you one bite. Moving from happiness to sadness and everything in between, Camper and Clam have a hard time finding their way back to
happy. But maybe happy isn't the goal--being a good friend is about supporting each other and feeling all the feels together. At once funny and thoughtful, The
Happy Book supports social-emotional learning. It's a book to keep young readers company no matter how they're feeling!

Kneller's Happy Campers
Happy Camper Graph Paper Notebook This blank graph paper notebook is perfect for taking notes, making to do lists, writing checklists, visualizing ideas,
organizing projects, drawing diagrams and so much more. It's a perfectly sized graph paper book that is ideal for everyday use at home or work, and for tossing
into your backpack, purse or daily bag when on the go. DETAILS Size: 6 x 9 Inches Pages: 120 Pages (60 Sheets Front and Back) 5 Squares Per Inch Lightly Lined
Graph Paper Crisp White Pages Thick Matte Soft Cover

Happy Camper Journal
Inside this relaxing coloring book for grownups are 55 vibrantly detailed art activities inspired by the good life on the open road. Optimism is contagious, and
focusing on these cheerful images is a great way to generate good feelings and radiate positive energy! Use Any of Your Favorite Tools Including colored pencils,
pens, and fine-tipped markers. One Image Per Page Each image is printed on white pages to prevent bleed-through. Display Your Artwork You can display your
artwork with a standard 8.5" x 11" frame. Now on Sale Regular Price: $9.99 - SAVE $6.99, 60% OFF - Limited time only. Makes the Perfect Gift Surprise that
special someone in your life and make them smile. Buy two copies and enjoy coloring together. Coloring is a fun, artistic experience, and a creative way to relax.
Use each of the pages in Happy Campers Coloring Book as a launching pad to spark your creativity and unleash your inner artist. Happy art-making!

The Happy Camper
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There's nothing better than spending time out in nature, roasting marshmallows and creating new memories with your family on a camping trip! And now, you
can capture every special moment and record all your adventures with this beautiful camping journal! This Camping Journal features: Large 8" x 10" matte soft
cover book with 120 pre-formatted pages to record information like campground name, reservation dates, site number, activity planner and much more! Pages are
designed to make it easy to record and track your camping activity as well as stay organized throughout your adventure! Plenty of space to write about your
favourite camping memories! Over 100 pages that you can use however you choose! Use this special all-inclusive Camping Journal to document one camping trip
or use it throughout the years to keep track of those special places, people you've met, and the fun you've had! The possibilities are endless. Makes a wonderful gift
for all camping lovers! Some of the layouts include: Packing Checklist Reservation Pages Hiking Pages Fishing Pages Camping Meal Planners Family Memories
Campground Amenities Camping Supply List Camping Activity Planner Camping Journal Pages Camping Adventure Layouts Hiking Journal Camping Snapshot
Pages And many more! This Awesome Camping Journal Makes Great: Hiking Journal RVing Journal Travelers Notebook Vacation Journal Keepsake Book For
Kids Family Camping Journal Adventure Journal Gifts for Campers Father's Day Gifts Traveler's Gifts Gifts for RV Lovers & Camping Enthusiasts Camping
Activity Books for Boys, Girls, Kids & Families Camping Log Book & Planner Great birthday gift idea or Christmas present for any camping and outdoors friend.
Can make their very own vacation memory book. Outdoor Journal There are lots of fun covers to choose from. Grab your camping journal now and keep track of
all your favourite nature spots!
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